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Product Review

Wirtgen WR240i Soil Stabiliser/Cold Recycler

Wirtgen WR240i
Soil Stabiliser
/Cold Recycler
1:50th Scale

Above:
The WR240i features
a height adjustable
cutting drum.

he WR240 is fitted with
an electro-hydraulic
“steer-by-wire” steering
system allowing for
three different steering
modes, straight, cornering and
crab steering for exceptional
manoeuvrability and this is
functional on the 1:50th scale
model from NZG with both
front and rear axles having
independent steering, powered
by hydraulic rams. The large
engine cowling is hinged and
can be opened to reveal the
engine bay, engine block and
cooling components within
which is a welcome addition to
the model. The side photo-etched
grills are particularly well
produced with mesh panels
fitted to the upper engine area

T

Below:
The cabin can be extended outwards
with the operator seat able to rotate.
and a silver capped exhaust. The
cabin interior has been modelled
with the seat, driver’s controls
and console all mounted to a
frame which rotates through 90
degrees, just like the full sized
machine with the large cabin
mounted to a sliding mechanism
allowing the cab to traverse
and overhang the side of the
machine, giving the driver an
unobstructed view along the s
ide of the chassis. The underside
of the chassis houses the large
cutting and mixing drum which
is authentically cast with cutting
tooth detailing; each pick
highlighted with paint while the
support arms offer hydraulic
height adjustment of the cutting

Above: The rotating discharge
chute swings away from the drum.
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drum which rotates freely. The
mixing chamber is fitted to the
underside of the chassis with a
functional pivoting rotor plate on
the front and a pivoting scraper
at the rear. The model has been
finished in the new Wirtgen
Group markings and is an
update to the original release.

Manufacturer: NZG
Item No: 8712
Scale: 1:50thmod
Star Rating: mel.

Left:
The drum
is superbly
modelled
with all the
individual picks
highlighted.
.

Left:
The large tyres have
a deep tread pattern
with functional steering
both front and back.

www.plantmodelworld.co.uk
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Wirtgen W250i Cold Milling Machine

Product Review

Wirtgen W250i
Cold Milling Machine
1:50th Scale
Above:
The operator station contains
the seating and consoles.

Below:
The top of the range W250i
cold milling machine has been
perfectly modelled by NZG.

he Wirtgen W250i cold
milling machine is the
flagship product in the
range and has been
expertly modelled in
1:50th scale by NZG, packing
plenty of detail and functionality
like the metal safety railings
added to both sides of the
driver's station and a folding
canopy which works well,
reducing the height of the
machine for transport. The
operator’s platform is fitted with
seats on both sides with duplicate
controls and a centrally located
display console, nicely decorated
and realistically capturing the
layout of the full sized machine.
The large opening engine cover
tilts to reveal the modelled
interior, complete with a pair
of engines, silencer boxes and

T
Above top: The cutting drum has
all the teeth highlighted, complete
with adjustment of the side plates.
Above:
The opening side and upper covers
reveal the internal engine bay.

exhaust lines while side doors
open to show the main drive
belt to the milling cutter drum,
demonstrating the new dual
engine design. Beneath the
machine, the milling drum is
adorned with raised picks with
highlighted tips for added realism
with a functioning rear scraper
and adjustable side plates
mimicking the authentic
movement of the full sized
machine very well. The discharge
conveyor can traverse to both
sides of the chassis with a
flexible rubber belt, complete
with raised cleats on the
surface for material transfer
and a replicated vacuum dust
suppressant system. The transfer
conveyor is also fitted with a
rubber belt and is visible beneath
the machine. The conveyor frame

Left:
The entire cabin
structure can be
folded flat to reduce
height during transport.
www.plantmodelworld.co.uk

uses hydraulics to fold down
into transport position along
with height adjustment utilising
authentically modelled wires.
The four track frames are fitted
with individually linked metal
track pads with yellow
highlighted surfaces which look
very realistic. The supports allow
for the track units to be steered
while there is also the ability
to raise and lower the entire
chassis. The model is finished
in the new Wirtgen Group logos
and markings.
Manufacturer: NZG
Item No: 8721
Scale: 1:50thmod
Star Rating: mel.

Above:
The discharge
conveyor can be
folded for transport.
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Product Review

Wirtgen W100CFi Cold Milling Machine

Below:
The all-new tooled 1:50th scale
Wirtgen W100CFi cold milling
machine from NZG.

1:50th Scale

Wirtgen
W100CFi
Cold Milling
Machine
The upper engine cover
opens to reveal the
modelled internal
engine bay with the
hinges stiff enough to
remain in the open position. The
four track modules provide both
individual steering and height
adjustment with a good range
of movement, allowing for
authentic poses in both working
and transport configurations. The
track module on the rear corner
is mounted to a support which
allows the model to accurately
simulate the edge cutting
function of the full sized machine
with the leg folded into the body
in front of the cutting drum. This
also allows the side door of the

T

NZG produced a 1:50th scale model of the Wirtgen
W100F back in 2009 which was packed with good detail
and functionality. They have now produced a totally new
update to the original model in the form of the W100CFi
which has a totally new body shape and yet still keeps
the excellent level of detail and functionality.

cutter housing to be opened to
allow the three different cutting
drums to be fitted. There is a
course, full width cutter, a full
width fine cutter and a narrow
cutter which all have individually
highlighted tips.
The rear of the cutting module
has a simulated door with fixed
hydraulic cylinder mimicking the

function of the full sized machine.
Access to the upper deck is from
the rear mounted access steps
which have integrated grab rails
with a red finished rear work
platform which can be lowered
into position. The updated
operator’s station contains the
seat, raised footrest, steering
wheel and main console panel

Above:
The updated operator station
has all the controls modelled.

Below:
The W100CFi looks great loading
into a suitable dump truck.

Left:
The opening engine cover reveals
the internal workings of the engine bay.
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Below:
The canopy and conveyor
can be lowered to reduce
height during transport.

which has been decorated
with the various controls. The
protective canopy can be lowered
to reduce transport height and
is fitted with an amber beacon.
The conveyor consists of a metal
frame with plastic cover which is
fitted with a flexible rubber belt
with moulded surface detailing.
A pair of hydraulic rams adjust
the angle of the conveyor to the
left or right while two additional
hydraulics control the conveyor’s
height adjustment using wire
rope which looks very authentic.
Fine detailing includes silver

painted latches on the engine
cover, rear view mirrors and front
facing lights integrated into the
bodywork. The model is finished
in the corporate white decoration
with the latest Wirtgen Group
markings and logos.

Manufacturer: NZG
Item No: 947
Scale: 1:50thmod
Star Rating: mel.

Left:
The side door
opens to change
out the cutting
drum, 3 of which
are included.

Left:
The updated
system for angling
the conveyor
uses two hydraulic
rams

Below:
The new body shape has
been accurately captured.
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Product Highlights

NZG Christmas Crackers

NZG Christmas Crackers
Just in time for Christmas, NZG has announced a number of limited edition coloured models
along with a new edition of the construction trailer which is available in red, blue and green along
with two decorated in Kibag and Implenia Company colours.
Item 505/10
Item 505/20

he Mercedes Benz
U400 Series Unimog
has been produced in
three limited edition
versions, one featuring
the Mulag mower set in VINCI
decoration, a road rail version
of the U430 with platform in the
yellow and black Deutsche Bahn
colours and an EFT decorated
shunter.
Three models have been
produced in the Ludwig
Freytag colours, consisting of
the Komatsu PC210 tracked
excavator, a Mercedes Benz
Antos 2-axle delivery truck with
rear hydraulic platform and the
Weycor AR65e wheel loader.
The Komatsu PC210 has also
been released in the Leonard
Weiss colours and two accessory
sets are also available, a track
section with clips for use with
the road/rail Unimog (Item 651)
and a 6 piece sheet piling
accessory set (Item 962).

T

1:50th scale construction
trailer in red.

1:50th scale construction
trailer in blue.

Item 505/30

Item 505/06

1:50th scale construction
trailer in green.

Item 505/05
1:50th scale construction trailer
in Implenia decoration.

1:50th scale construction
trailer in Kibag decoration.

Item 9105
Item 9104/03
1:50th scale Unimog U430 Road/Rail
with platform DB decoration.
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1:50th scale Unimog U430
Shunter in ETF decoration.
www.plantmodelworld.co.uk
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Item 880/04

1:50th scale Mercedes
Benz Antos delivery truck
with hydraulic platform.

Item 804/07
1:50th scale Komatsu
PC210 tracked excavator
in Ludwig Freytag colours

Item 884/01
1:50th scale Weycor AR65e
wheel loader in Ludwig
Freytag decoration.

Item 9101/01
Item 804/08

Unimog U430 with Mulag
mower in Vinci decoration.

1:50th scale Komatsu PC210
in Leonhard Weiss colours.

Item 932/40
1:50th scale Mercedes
Benz Actros SLT in white.
Several additional Mercedes
des
Benz Actros and Arocs SLT
heavy haul tractor units
nits have
been released in new
ew colours to
complement the
e existing line up.
The new colours
urs are a RAL 1007
yellow and a white 4-axle Actros
SLT which
ch is joined by a blue and
a black
k 4-axle Arocs SLT. Several
company
mpany decorated versions
have
ave also been produced including a Hartinger Arocs and an
Actros Korz

Item 932/60
1:50th scale Mercedes Benz
Actros SLT in RAL 1007 yellow.
llllow.
Item 937/20
1:50th scale Mercedes
Benz Arocs SLT in blue.
www.plantmodelworld.co.uk
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